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Abstract—As stated in the literature, Low Power Listening
(LPL) duty cycle is one of the most common energy conservation
solution for WSN. By using channel check mechanism, the
purpose of LPL solutions is to reduce the energy consumption
of the listening phase. In this paper, we propose to study the
performances and limitations of this kind of solutions. Therefore,
we deploy a ContikiMAC LPL on both real and simulated
WSN platform to demonstrate the impact of LPL on the energy
consumptions of the node radio and microcontroller but also on
the application Quality of Service. Based on the obtained results,
shortcomings of LPL solutions are highlighted and potential
improvements are discussed such as the use of multi-parameter
dynamic duty cycle.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consist of hundreds or
thousands of small devices called nodes. Nodes are in gen-
eral composed of a microcontroller (MCU), memories and a
wireless transceiver (RF) [1]. They also embed heterogeneous
sensors (temperature, humidity, accelerometers...) to monitor
their environments. Thanks to standards as 6LoWPAN [2],
WSN nodes become smart and can be part of Internet of
Things (IoT) paradigm.

Therefore, deployed at different areas, these tiny devices
allow various applications as smart agriculture [3]–[5], In-
dustry 4.0 [6]–[8] or smart campus/smart home [9]–[11].
All these applications need robust and reliable technologies
for collecting and sending data. Nevertheless, sensor nodes
are currently powered with batteries which leads to limit
WSN lifetime [12]. So, it is essential to propose and develop
energy optimization solutions aimed at reducing node energy
consumption without downgrading the network Quality of
Service (QoS) [13].

As exposed in the literature, these solutions can be im-
plemented at hardware or software levels [14]. For example,
in [15] and [16], the developed nodes embed hardware so-
lutions which manage parameters such as MCU frequency,
supply voltage or current of the components in order to save
energy. As pointed out in [14], this kind of hardware solu-
tions cost the creation or addition of components and cannot
be simply deployed on existing nodes. On the other hand,
software solutions, can be deployed on each OSI layers [17]
[18]. As an example, duty cycle methods, located on MAC
layer, adapt the use of the hardware states (sleep, idle, ON...)
with the application needs. Combined with the progress made
to propose hardware running at lower power states [12], the

use of duty cycle seems to be the most efficient solution to
save energy in WSN [19].

Consequently, several approaches of duty cycle have been
proposed in the literature [20]. Because synchronization is
energy intensive and difficult to deploy on WSN, the most
adapted duty cycle techniques for WSN are asynchronous. In
this context, Low Power Listening (LPL) solution is one of
the most popular energy saving solutions [21] embedded as
default solutions in the two common open source OS dedicated
to WSN [22], Contiki OS [23] and Tiny OS [24]. In LPL,
the node performs periodical wake-up to check the channel
to detect possible communications from neighbor nodes. If
a signal is detected, node stays awake to receive data and
to route it if necessary. Otherwise, the node comes back to
sleep state to save energy until the next channel check. By
this mechanism, nodes can improve energy consumption by
keeping network reliability. When a node wants to send, it just
performs, before sending data, Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Avoidance (CSMA-CA) protocol with Clear
Channel Assessment (CCA) to be sure the media is free.

In this paper, performances of LPL based duty cycle so-
lution are analyzed through the ContikiMAC [25] example.
Wake-up interval called Channel Check Rate (CCR) deter-
mines the sleep/wake-up scheduling. It is predefined before
WSN deployment and so it is static. Therefore, the impact of
CCR on energy consumption and on Packet Rate Reception
(PRR) and packet retransmissions are studied. Using the
obtained results, shortcomings linked to CCR configuration are
highlighted and solutions to improve LPL process are proposed
and discussed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II
performance results obtained with our deployed platforms are
described. Section III discusses countermeasures to improve
LPL and the remaining issues. Then, we conclude and present
future works.

II. PERFORMANCES ANALYSIS

In ContikiMAC, apart from application time, the duration
the node can sleep to save energy is defined thanks to
CCR. Different values of CCR can be configured. This CCR
configuration must be made before node deployment and so
it is static.

When nodes are in sleeping mode, no task is performed.
Therefore, to study the impact of CCR values on WSN
applications, important criterion to analyze are not only the



(a) Profile obtained with real testbed. (b) Energy consumption from collect view tool.

Fig. 1. Energy consumption results.

energy consumption but also network performances such as
PRR and the number of retransmitted application data. PRR
represents the number of packets received compared to the
number of packets sent. A 100% of PRR indicates application
runs without disturbances. If no retransmission is necessary,
more energy is saved. So, we study the impact of CCR values
on these two parameters to quantify the QoS.

TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENTS.

Testbed Simulation

Node Hardware XM1000 [26] Z1 [27]

Energy Monitoring
1Ω shunt resistor 5% Cooja

System AOP AD620ANZ [28] Collect View
Osc. Tektronic MSO 2014 [29] [30]

QoS Monitoring Sniffer + Wireshark [31] Python software
System

An experimental testbed and a Cooja [32] simulation setup
are proposed to analyze these performances. Table I summa-
rizes the hardware used for each setup, the monitoring systems
for energy and network performance evaluations. On testbed,
we profile the global energy consumption of a XM1000 node.
In this study, simulation platform allows us to have a more
fine-grained analysis and to separate consumptions of MCU
with RF (Radio ON, Receiver state (RX) and Transmitter state
(TX)) but sensors and buses cannot be accessed. These missing
components do not impact this study because CCR has no
effect on them.

During experiments, after joining the network, End Device
(ED), implementing ContikiOS 3.0, sends periodically sensors
data (testbed) or a counter value (simulation) to a sink node.
ContikiMAC wake-up is used as duty cycle solution on ED.
Sink node keeps radio 100% ON.

A. Energy consumption investigation

Fig. 1a shows the energy profile obtained during sending
data (application) phase with our experimental testbed for a

node implementing ContikiMAC. As demonstrated, the Con-
tikiMAC protocol performs two periodical consecutive CCA to
check the media 1©. Next application starts and, at the end of

2©, the MCU is waked up. After that, before sending data, the
node performs 6 CCA to be sure the media is free 3©. These
6 CCA are due to CSMA-CA protocol which is implemented
as part of ContikiMAC protocol. Then the node sends its data

4© and switches on RX state to wait an acknowledgment 5©.
Finally, the MCU goes back to sleep mode 6©.

As illustrated by Fig. 1b, when ContikiMAC is enabled, the
total energy can be divided approximately by 104 for CCR at
8Hz compared to No CCR. RF represents at least 70% of
total energy consumption and until 99.7% when No CCR is
used. RF spends the most energy in listening phase ( 1© & 6©
of Fig. 1a). In case of No CCR, because MCU and RF are
always ON, listen phase is 59.9mW against 0.335mW with
CCR at 8Hz.

TABLE II
DUTY CYCLE VALUES FOR 1S APPLICATION PERIOD.

CCR (Hz) RF ON % TX % RX %

8 1.45 0.29 0.04

16 1.97 0.29 0.04

64 5.42 0.29 0.04

128 10.13 0.29 0.04

No CCR 100 0.29 0.04

Using Cooja setup, the percentage of time the radio spends
in RX, TX or ON is shown in Table II for an application
sending data every second with different values of CCR. The
RX percentage stays equal to 0.04% (respectively 0.29% for
TX) even when CCR changes. For the same application period,
duty cycle (RF ON) increases with CCR from 1% to 10% in
average. This phenomenon is explained by the listen phase
which is multiplied by 7 in average when CCR changes from
8Hz to 128Hz. The node runs more often CCA to check the
network which costs energy. Thus, a higher CCR implies a
higher energy consumption.



At the origin, these different values of CCR allow to
adapt the check frequency with the application needs and
the network conditions (topologies, traffic, possible network
congestion...) to offer correct QoS. Nevertheless, the obtained
results demonstrate that CCR value has to be defined cau-
tiously in the design phase because it could have a major
impact on the energy consumption.

B. Network performances analysis

QoS values observed for the testbed are similar to them
of simulation but, because network disruptions can deteriorate
PRR and retransmissions, we use simulations to deploy repeat-
able WSN with no losing media to analyze only the impact
of CCR values on the QoS.

First, using the scenario of section II-A, for all the values of
CCR, PRR is equal to 100% and the retransmission is none.
So, a CCR of 128Hz does not improve network performances
in case of 1s application period and costs more energy con-
sumption than 8Hz.

After that, the performances of WSN with a CCR defined
lowly to save more energy and an application with high
periodicity are studied. In this case, the CCR is configured at
4Hz and the application period is chosen below CCR period
at 0.2s.

TABLE III
NETWORK PERFORMANCES.

Nb of nodes Exp. ED R Sink PRR % ReTX %

2
1 CCR NoCCR 100 20
2 CCR CCR 99.6 95.4

3 3 CCR CCR NoCCR 3.6 94.5

Table III shows the PRR and the number of retransmitted
data and routing frames (ReTX) for three kind of experiment.
”CCR” entry indicates node with CCR at 4Hz, ”NoCCR” entry
is for node always ON and black grid is when node is not
deployed on the experiment.

In Exp. 1, as sink node has no CCR, the PRR is 100%.
We can observe 20% of packet retransmitted. This is due to
the high frequency of the application. In Exp. 2, when sink
node performs CCR too, the retransmission becomes 95.4%.
This implies that the ED has no time to perform duty cycle
between two transmissions. Nevertheless, the PRR stays high
at 99.6%. If topology change as in Exp. 3 and a router R is
placed between ED and a sink node always ON, 94.5% of
frames are retransmitted for a PRR of 3.6%.

In conclusion, for network performances, when application
period is high (1s), additional CCA linked with a higher CCR
could be unnecessary in relation to the needs of protocols and
application, costing more energy consumption without improv-
ing network performances. On the other hand, when CCR is
defined inaccurately by choosing above period application to
save energy or if network topology changes as in dynamic
network, the static hard coded CCR, as demonstrated, is not
adapted and the QoS performances can be disrupted. A lot of

retransmission happened costing energy and disrupting duty
cycle mechanism.

III. HOW TO IMPROVE ENERGY MANAGEMENT?

LPL solution is claimed as the best software solution in lit-
erature to improve energy consumption in WSN. Nevertheless,
through the results obtained in section II-A, we shown radio
energy consumption is multiplied by 7 for a CCR at 128Hz
compared to a CCR at 8Hz. Moreover, network performances
can be disrupted if CCR period is not adapted to network
conditions, as shown in section II-B where PRR falls at
3.6% with 94.5% of retransmitted frames. So, these results
demonstrate that static hard coded duty cycle is difficult to
configure.

To limit the node energy consumption while keeping net-
work performances suitable, one solution consists to update the
value of the duty cycle in run time [21]. This dynamic solution
can be based on application needs [33], traffic conditions [34]
or incoming/outgoing packet rate [35], or considering the
battery capacity level [36]–[38]. Nevertheless, all the previous
LPL dynamic solutions use only one unique parameter to
update their duty cycle.

Therefore, to preserve more energy, one solution could be
to use a multi-parameter dynamic duty cycle. With the mon-
itoring of parameters coming from different sources (sensors,
application, hardware, batteries...) and a decision algorithm,
the duty cycle can be dynamically managed on run time. This
solution allows to take into account more phenomenon linked
with the several dynamic changes happening in WSN to adapt
the sleep period and so, to save more energy.

Nevertheless, multi-parameter dynamic duty cycle needs to
monitor all the previously mentioned parameters. It requires
hardware and software tools to collect and provide these data
to the decision algorithm. Secondly, this duty cycle updating
must be less energy costly than the use of a static one.
So, the cost of this new process must be evaluated, and the
policy must be determined. Finally, updated duty cycle has
to be computed autonomously by the nodes to save more
energy. This non-unified duty cycle value can cause missing
neighbor communications, retransmissions needs and poor
network performances. These issues stay open.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we shown that when LPL solution is deployed
to reduce the listening phase, the static hard coded value of
the wake-up period performs unnecessary channel checks and
so costs energy consumptions. Moreover, a bad configuration
can cause poor network performances. To counter these issues,
we have discussed the necessity to propose dynamic duty
cycle solutions. Our future work will be dedicated to deployed
multi-parameters dynamic duty cycle in Contiki OS. Moreover,
to enable our solution to run, issues linked with non-unified
duty cycle should be resolved. Work will also be made on
development of tools for monitoring parameters useful for the
dynamic update of the duty cycle. Monitoring and decision
costs will be evaluated to choose the best policy.
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